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A STUDY OF PATTERNS IN SPUTTERED FILMS
INTRODUCTION

A STUDY OF PATTER'3 IN SIUTTERED FILMS
INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting of the phenomena observed in the

discharge of electricity through rases is the disintegration of the
cathode, coaonly called sputtering.

In spite of the fact that the

phenomerior was observed by Flt'cker as far back as 1858,

use has

ben

nd that much

made of it for the production of thin films of metal, en

explanation of the actual process by which the retal is deposited has
not been discovered,

jiesults reported by different observers are

contradictory and none of the theories advanced has been generally
accepted.

Since the effect varies with voltage, pressure, composi-

tion and shape of the cathode, distance betveen anode and cathode,
position of the plate to be sputtered, and character of the residual
gas in the chamber, it is not surprising that the results of different

observers do not agree.

Sputtering occurs vdth either alternating or direct current;

when alternating current is used, the anode and cathode form a point
to plane rectifier.

Different values of voltage from a few hundred

to several thousand nay be used, but it is usually difficult to get

any discharge with the lower voltages when the pressure is less than
ten microns,
The amount of disintegration varies with the kind of gas in
the sputtering chamber, increasing with increasing atomic weight of

the gas.

Sputtering is not confined to metals but has been found to

2

occur with such substances as rocksalt, glass, mica, quartz and carHowever,

bon.

Among the

some substances sputter much rore easily than others.

metals easy to sputter are

cadir.Ium,

lead, antimony, gold,

bismuth, tin, copper and platinum while those hard to sputter include
zinc, aluminum and magnesium.

The difficulty is probably due to the

thin layer of oxide which is known to form easily on them.
If one makes

a

coluim of

the work necessary to extract

,

an atom from pieces of different metals, ar
the

ntals

if one also arranges

in the order of ease of sputtering, the tvro coluimis are

found to agree

roughly.6)

In some of the older observations it

was apparently found that the disintegration varied with voltage

according to the relation
D

C

(v-v

o

where V is the energy of the positive ions and V0 the critical voltage, 300-400 volts, below which the cathode

However, it was later

fomd

filed

to disintegrate.

that if the plate was carefully degassed

there was no critical voltage below which disintegration failed to
occur.

It has been shown that the amount of disintegration
varies

linearly with

ti2but

no consistent results hove been published

for the variation of the amount with aischarge current.

paperInerscll

ari

In a recent

Sordahl have shown that the rate of disinte-

gration increases with increasing temperature of the cathode.
At first it was believed that the particles were rather
large, containing hundreds or perhaps thousands of atoms.
the latest evidence

However,

shows that the great majority of the particles

3

aro not deflected by a iragnetic field and that a unifoiin layer of

metal only a few atoms thick can be deposited.

It is 1o'irn that

some elements form volatile compoimds with the gases present in the

chamber so that some disintegration undoubtedly takes place in this
incnn er.

As previously mentioned, no theory as to the actual process

by which disintegrtion occurs has been generally accepted.

Von

hippel supDoses thit the positive ions strike the cathode and that
the impact raises the temperature enough to volatilize the metal.

Another supposition is that the impact of

a

positive ion knocks

out an atom or atoms from the cathode just as a stone dropped into
a mud puddle will

throw drops of mud and water in the air.

theory states that the absorbed gases
bits of metal in all directions.

ir.

Another

the metal expand and throw

More villi be said about the rela-

tive merits of these theories after the discussion of the experi-

mental part of this investigation.

XLRThthNTAL WORK

X-'ERThEiTAL WORK

A diagram of the sputtering chamber

shown on page 5.

is

The

chamber itself is nide of pyrex glass and is provided with a carefully
ground steel lid.

The

flat cathode, in.de of rolled or cast sheet

of the metal to be sputtered,

is

supported by a glass cirlinder five

inches high cut from a gallon jug.

antimony, lead and tellurium.

Cathodes were nude of bismuth,

The pointed aluminum anode projects

through the bottom of the glass chamber.

A 12,000 volt neon si

transformer usually supplied the field, but was occasionally replaced by

a

25,000 volt Thordarson transformer.

sputtered vms placed on a glass about

5

The chamber was evacuated with a

the pressure down to as

lovr

The plate to be

cm below the oathode.
f1,rvac

oil pump which brought

as one-tenth micron.

was used to collect any water vapor present.

Phosphorus anhydride

A McLeod gauge, read-

able to one-tenth rdcron, was used to measure the pressure.
tern

The sys-

included a mercury vapor pump, but this vas not generally used

since nost of the sputtering was done at pressures of from five to

thirty microns.

The best deposits viere obtained when the vacuum

was such that the plate to be

puttered was at the edge of the

Crookes dark space.
It is well known that so-called flare spots (Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4,
5,

6,

8)

are sometimes formec

tered f ums.

It.

near the corners of rectangular sput-

is significant that the

film is not merely thinner

on these spots but actually absent on some specimens.

The existence
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cylinders at
fl.l- Sputtering throu
6000 vc1t. Upper left corner, cylir.der on pe8.

Fi.2- Sputterin through cylir.ders at
14000 volts. Note the ezagerated flares.

Tig.3- $putterir. throuh cyltr.ders at

25000 voltB.

Fi.4-

Two

corcentric cylinders.

Flg.5- Metal etripe one irch wide.

Fig.6- Saffle stripe ae
set together.

fi.5

with ende

Ftg.7- Sputter1u through a large apex'ture at 14OO volts.

Fig.8-

xamp1es of center spot end ring.

n
Fi.9- Sa&1l

apex'-

turc at 14000 volts.

Fig.10- Metal aperture at 14000 volta

lo

of these spots

If
a

hs

one

never been

sets

satisfactorily explained.

hollow cylinder on the plate to be sputtered,

a

pattern is obtained that be.rs

resemblance to a diffraction

sorne

pattern, as illustrated in Figures l 2, 3,

If the ratio of the

C.

height to the external dianeter is very close to unity a single spot
of metal about one i'nillireter in

diaieter appears in the center

the rest of the plate inside the cylinder receives no deposit.

and

If

the ratio is greater than unity, no deposit of any sort is formed,
while

if it is less

than unity the metal deposits

side of the cylinder, (Fig. 1, 2, 3, 8)

but consists of

width.

a

The saine

on

the plate in-

This deposit is not uniform

central bare spot surrounded by rings of varying

pattern is obtained irrespective of whether the

cylinders are n.de of metal or of glass.

The

outside of

if the ratio

inder becomes coated with metal and

a

glass cyl-

of height to diam-

eter is less than one, the inside wall of the cylinder is coated
likewise, However, for the
become coated except

at the upper
on

end,

for

a

taller cylinders,

the inside does not

ring three or four millimeters in width

the outside becoxrinr coated

as

before.

If set

pins so that the cylinder clears the plate by two or three mliii-

meters (Fig. 1) the ratio of height to aiameter must be doubled

before the deposit faLls to appear

shorter cylinders
on

on

pins give

the plate underneath.

on

much

the same pattern as when

The

directly

the plate except that the bare spot in the conter is two or three

times as large.
As may be seen

in Fig. 1, 2,

3

the presence of

a

conductor

11

near the corner of the plate has

a

iîrked effect on the size and

shape of the flare spots produced.

Two concentric cylinders (Fig. 4) two centimeters high

allow the deposit to

forri

between them if not closer together than

two or three millimeters, but there is a thin concentric circle

midway between them that receives no deposit.

The bare spot and

surrounding rings appear in the center of the inner cylinder as
before.

surrounding the central bright spot one can see three rings

not more than a millimeter apart and the deposit from there on out
is more uniform.

In other words, the rings are moro pronounced close

to the center of the pattern.
The critical ratio between height and diameter involved the

external and not the internal diameter.

A glass cylinder whose

ratio of height to internal aiameter was

3:].

was surro'nded by a

metal cylither of the same height and of such thickness that the
ratio of the height to the external diameter was unity.

The metal

depositeu on the plate inside the glass cylinder proving that the

external diameter is the one involved.

All of the patterns described thus far were produced with
a difference of potential of 14,000 volts between
anode and cathode.

When reduced to 6,000 volts, it was found that the central bright
spot was not so well definea as before and no evidence
of any rings

could be roticed.

At 25,000 volts the ratio of height to diameter

could be increased to 3:2 before no deposit was formed on the plate
inside of a cylinder.
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Sorne

additional patterns

viere

obtained by interposixg

a

glass

plate with a hole in it between the cathode and the plate to be sputThe distance between anode and cathode was about fifteen

tered,

centimeters.
fifteen

The glass plate with the aperture was supported about

miiliters be10

the cathode and the plate to be sputtered

about twenty ritLilimeters below that.
of 14,000 volts and
in diameter, a

.'Iith

a difference of potential

circular aperture from two to five centimeters

a

spot was formed on the

size and shape of the aperture.

plate very nearly the

lciwer

(Fig. 7, 9)

potential of 6,000 volts the spot formed
as the aperture but about twice the size.

With

a difference of

as about the sa

shape

7ith an aperture loss

than one centimeter in dierneter, it was difficult to get any appreciable amount of deposit on the plate; there vas

under the hole with
'iThen a

a

bare spot directly

ring of metal surrounding it,

a

metal plate with an aperture was used the bare spot

in the center was much larger, (Fig. 10)

over half the size of the

aperture, and rings of metal appeared around that.

Sputtering through

slits formed by laying glass pi.ates with their edges iour
or five

millimeters apart on

a

stand twenty millimeters above the plate, the

plate becomes completely coated, but with alternate thick end
thin
strips, the thin strips being directly under the slits.
slit one centimeter wide ntde from

tvro

A single

glass plates yielded a pat-

tern consisting of a thin strip of metal one-half
centimeter in

width directly under the opening and
s

'.

a

heavier deposit on either

The edge of the thin strip was well defined,
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Using a slit cut in

tamed

a' vrith the single

a

metal plate the same result was ob-

glass

sut

except that the deposit was

even lighter directly under the opening.

A metal strip bent in the shape of

a

rectangle ton centi-

meters long, four centimeters wide and two and one-half centimeters

high did not disturb the deposit in the least, the

tal coming down

evenly all over except, of course, where the metal touched the plate.

Iaving the ends of this box open and bringing the sidos closer
together, the
single line

utal

uìidvray

deposited evenly on the inside except for a

between the plates which received no deposit.

Bringing the ends together to form a wedge seemed to dis-

(Fig. 5)

turb the field immensely and a very uneven deposit resulted. (Fig.

6)

It was noticed that after the switoii had been closed for a

short time, from

chrge occurred

a

few seconds to

a

minute or more, a peculiar dis-

in the chamber and apparently followed down the

sids.

The railliameter in the circuit showed that the current changed direc-

tion with the appearance of this intermittent discharge, flowing from
plane to point instead of from point to plane.

The nagnitude of the

current was not changed appreciably, being from four to twolve mliiiamperes in either direction, depending on the pressure.

The current

reversed sooner when new glass or metal was in the chamber, indicatin

that the effect was due to adsorbed and absorbed

Although

a

gases.

similar phenomenon is said to occur in X-ray and kenotron

tubes that have not been properly outgassed, a satisfactory explana-

tion has not been given.

All patterns

viere

made with the current

f1owin

in one direction so that no complications

to this effect.

should arise due

It is hoped that we may get the use of a kenotron

in the near future to test the results from sputtering with direct

current at the higher voltage.

DISCUSsIO1

OF

TIlE

EXPERILENTAL RESULTS
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DISCUSSION OF TRE

X1PThENTAL RESULTS

It is evident that the direction of the electric field has
sorne

effect on the distribution of the deposited ntal.

This is

indicated by:
(1)

the fact that it is the ratio of the height to the outside

and not the inside diamotor of a cylinder that determines
the character of the deposit; a tall charged cylinder approx-

imates

a

charged hollow conductor,

thin which there is no

charge.
(2)

The difference between the deposit through apertures in

metal and in glass; the field
under the metal.

distribution

oi

-'ïill

diverge more rapidly

On the other hand, there is no conceivable
field intensity that will account for the

formation of rings in the deposit.

The rings suggest wave

effects.
The idea that wave phenomena may be associated with the mo-

tion of material particles is of course not new.

Brogue, Heisenberg and Schrodinger

The work of De

in wave-mechanics,

Davisson and

Germer on the diffraction of electrons, isterznan and Stern on dif-

fraction with hydrogen and helium atoms, Ellet and his students with

metallic atoms, ana

rny

other experimenters have shown beyond a

doubt that wave characteristics

are associated with moving particles.

All of this work has involved the reflection and consequent diffraction of particles from the face of some crystal.

Due to the

short wave lengths associated with the particles,

ordinary diffraction

extrely

16

effects through snnll apertures have been very difficult to obtain
and only first order spectra have been observed in such experiments.

According to De

Brog1iethe

length associated with

;vave

a particle should be given by the equation
=

h
-

tv

where h

is Planck's constant,

m the nass

of the particle in grams,

y the velocity in centimeters per second and

centimeters.

the wave length in

The wave length associated with the larger particles

should be of the same order of magnitude as

-that

associated with the

electron, the smaller velocity compensating for the greater mass.

Baumhas

made the most accurate iasurements on the veloc-

ity of sputtered particles, giving 57,000 cm per second for sputtered silver.

This is about the same as the velocity of silver atoms

freed by evaporation, 54,000 cm por second.

antimony

is

The melting point of

630.5° C. as compared to 960.5° C. for silver.

One

should expect the velocity to be somewhat less for sputtered part-

ides

of antimony than for silver,

if there

is a

correlation between

velocity of sputtered particles and velocity of evaporated atoms,
but they bhould be of the same order of magnitude.

That such a corre-

lation probably exists is shown by the increase in rate of sputtering
.

.

.

with increasing temperature of
If we assu

-the

cathode.

(li)

the velocity to be proportional to the absoluto

temperature of the boiling point of the metal, we get a value of

43,000 cm per second for sputtered antimony.

If

vro

further 4sszae

that the sputtered particles are atoms, of which we know the mass,

17

we may substitue in De Brogliets equation and get a value for the

wave length which should be associated with them.

6.6-10 -27

7,6x10

2.0 x 1022x 4.3 x lO4

The rings produced by wave lengths of this size

such as viere used in these experiments

-10

cm

=

throui apertures

rould not be visible to the

naked eye and the appearance of the rings during these experiments
cannot be accounted for on this basis.

By nasuring the distance

between rings and taking into account the aianter of the apertures

was found

used, it

0.005 cm.

If

'.ve

that

the wave length should be of the order of

substitute this value in De Brogue's equation,

assuming the particles to be atoms, and solve for

V =

6.6

=

x uo_27

2.0 x uo_22

=

y

we get

6.6 x lO'

cm/sec

5x1f3

which is far too srll,
It is

ides

is

hih1y possible that the velocity

much less than thAt given by Baum.(1)

of many of the

part-

it is a well estab-

lished fact that a deposit often appears on the side of the plate
.
.
away from the cathode, (li) indicating
that many
.

o

the particles

move in a slow cloud rather than with great velocities.
is substantiated by the fact

This idea

that the particles villi not enter a

cylinder for any great distance.

If their velocities were very great,

the inertia of the particles should be sufficient to carry them through

any such obstruction and on down to the plate.

If they are uncharged

18

atoms, what retarding force is there that keeps them from going on

through the cylinder to the plate?
If the cylinder is set on pins so that it

c1ers the plate

by a few ntillinieters the prtic1es are able to get through to the

plate, the cylinder being too tall to let them through otherwise.
This suggests that the particles already present in the cy1irer,

moving in

a

slow cloud, build up a sort of pressure and keep others

from coming in.

This should decrease the deposit but should not keep

it out all together.

The particles descend only a very short distance

into the longer cylinders, less than the diameter.

The charge on the

cylinder does not repel them because they deposit on the outside wall
and also on the plate right next to it.

Again the appearance of rings

is not accounted for.

If one sots a rectangular plate about ten centimeters from
the cathode, about two-thirds of the distance to the anode, the

flare spots are much smaller than when the plate is sputtered up

closer.

If one then takes the same plate

ant.

Lrins

it up near the

cathode and sputers it again, the flare spots become much larger,

indicating that the plate itself acts as a cathode and becomes disintegrated partially.

This would hardly account for the patterns

obtained by other means.

Experimental work is still being done on the problem and it
is hoped that the collection of more patterns

to a plausible explanution.

will result in

a clue

Arrangements have been made for the use

of a transformer delivering voltages from 25,000 to 75,000.

Since

19

most of the patterns are most pronounced using 14,000 volts ratrer

tnan 6,000. it is conceivb1e that the use of higner voltages will

yielu some interesting results.
accurate measurement uf

viave

No pattern plain enough tu allow

length has been produced and some

method uf doing this is necessary to permit of quantitative work
ori

the subject.

CONCLUS IONS
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CONCLUS IONS

The experixrntal work on this subject has not progressed far

enough to permit of

relïy definite conclusions.

The facts that

have thus far been established aro:
1.

The particles have some

sort of wave motion associated

with them.
2.

Some of the particles are charged electrically.

3.

The particles ¡nove with small velocities.

4.

The wave length associated with them is much longer

than that given by De Brogue's equation.
5.

The Dresence of a conductor influences the distribution
of the particles.

6.

If close enough to the cathode, the metal on the plate
to be sputtered is itself disintegrated.

Before drawing definite conclusions as to the fraction of

particles that are charged, it will be necessary to build an apparatus so that sputtering can be done in an intenso magnetic field.

ADDDITh
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ADDENDUM

The apparatus used by

li.

L. Jones last year for measurements

of the Hall effect in thin films of bismuth was available and an at-

tempt was rade to measure the Hall effect in some of the films propared this year.

The electromotive force produced between two points

initially on an equipotential line, due to the application of a nagnetic field in the surface of the fl1

but at right angles to the

direction of the initial current, is known as the Mall electromotive
force.

The effect

is

greater in bismuth than in any other

tal with

the excettion of tellurium; hence bismuth was used first in order to

perfect the technique of making the measurements.

With the apparatus

available, it was possible to adjust the contacts until the difference of potential between two points near opnosite edges
of the film

was less than ten niorovolts.

current and

a

B batteries were used for the primary

xrgnet capable of producing a field of about 3,500

gauss was available.

The galvanometer used to measure the Hall cur-

rent had a sensitivity of 1.4 x 10

amperes per millimeter.

Values of the dall coefficient as determined are given
below,
checking reasonably well with the results obtained by
Hargitt() and

by Jones

(13)

Thickness

Hall coef.

2.1 x l0

0.43

5.5 x io

0.38

An attempt was made then to measure the Hall coefficient in

films of antimony, using the same apparatus.

It was found that the

resistivity of thin films of antimony increases to as much as 100,000
times the value for the bulk metal, the resistance of the films run-

ning from 4

x lO5 to

3 x

The magnitude of the Hall electro-

ohms.

motive force is given by the equation

t

where R is the Hall coefficient, H the field strength in gauss,
priin'try

meters

I

the

current in abamperes, t the thic1ess of the film in contiarid

E the electromotive force in abvolt5.

As may be seen from

the equation, the Hall electromotive force is directly proportional

to the primary current which is in turn inversely proportional to the

resistance of the

Due to the high resistivity of the films,

filin.

the primary current was very small, only a few microamperes for the

thinner films, so that as
was very small,

0±'

consequence the Hall electromotive force

a

che order of a riicrovoit or so.

across the film between the adjuctable contacts

us

The resistance

in serios with

the galvanometer and the large value of this resistance,

several

thousand ohms, did not allovr currents to flow that were large enough
to be measured by the galvanometer.

current should be of the order of l0
smaller than the sensitivity
current amplifier usin

an

01'

It was computed that the

amperes,

a

hundred times

the available galvanometer.

'P-54

capable of measuring currents of the order of

Hall

A direct

was built that was

l013 amperes.

23

Unfortunately, tine did not permit any actual measurements
on antimony or tellurium, but it is hoped that this work

continued.

Tellurium has

a

iy

be

very high Hall coefficient, 500,

btx

since its resistivity is 5,000 tines that of antimony, it should

give Hall currents of the sane order of magnitude.
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